MAMMOREP LOOP ® MLE version
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WARNING:

- Store in a dry clean place away from heat sources
- Before use ensure that the packaging is intact: if perforated, damaged or open discard the instrument
- Check the expiry date and that the model corresponds
- Peel open the package
- Pay attention to not compromise the sterility of the instrument before use
- In the event of a product defect or malfunction complete the yellow claim form to be found in the product carton and
conserve the defective instrument

N.B.:
The use of this instrument is reserved to qualified medical personnel who are aware of its application.
The instrument is sterile (sterilized by ETO GAS) single use and should be discarded after use (Circ.Min:Sanità 403/9.5/1146-L. 10.81)
SeeDOS declines any and all responsability in the event of improper use or reutilisation.

1)

Retract loop A into the needle by pulling rings D

2)

Place the stopper C to the depth willing to reach

3)

Insert the MAMMOREP needle into the parenchyma, keeping rings D pulled, up to the desired
depth using echographic image (needle is manufactured in ECHONOX), centimetre marks and the
depth stopper C

4)

Once reached the lesion push out loop A by pushing rings D. If new placement is needed pull rings
D to retract the loop A and place again the needle.

5)

Turn the screw E anticlockwise twice or more and extract the needle leaving the wire into the
breast.

6)

Bend the wire out of the breast and secure it to the skin with a plaster

7)

The bead marker B warns surgeon that lesion is near
THE MAMMOREP HOOKWIRES ARE AVAILABLE TOGETHER WITH THE CONTAINER/LOCALIZER
FOR BIOPTICALLY EXCISED IMPALPABLE NODULES

X-SCREEN
(request sample)
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